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Summary: 

The plaintiffs, Alberta residents, lost more than $900,000 as a result of investments 
in a mortgage investment corporation based in Alberta. They allege that they were 
induced to make the investments as a result of representations made in Alberta by 
the defendant, an Alberta resident. They further allege that, unbeknownst to them, 
the defendant caused the corporation to direct funds into a resort development 
project on Salt Spring Island in British Columbia. The use of the funds for that 
purpose was not authorized. The plaintiffs brought a claim for civil fraud against the 
defendant in Alberta, but did so beyond the limitation period, and their claim was 
dismissed. They then brought a materially identical claim in British Columbia. The 
defendant sought to strike the claim, arguing that British Columbia courts lack 
jurisdiction or should decline jurisdiction. He also argued that, by reason of the 
previous litigation in Alberta, the claim was res judicata and an abuse of process. 
The application to strike was dismissed by the chambers judge and the defendant 
appealed. Held: Appeal allowed. It is doubtful that British Columbia courts have 
jurisdiction. In any event, the fraud claim is governed by Alberta substantive law. 
Section 4(1) of the B.C. Limitation Act makes Alberta limitation law applicable, as 
well. Issue estoppel prevents the plaintiffs from challenging the determination by the 
Alberta courts that the action is statute barred under Alberta law. Accordingly, the 
claim is struck as an abuse of process. 

[1] GROBERMAN J.A.: The plaintiffs allege that the defendant (who is 

deceased) fraudulently induced them to invest money in a mortgage investment 

corporation, and caused that corporation to use its funds in an unauthorized manner. 

The plaintiffs lost over $900,000. They brought an action for fraud against the 

defendant in Alberta, but their claim was dismissed as being statute barred. They 

then brought the current, materially identical, claim in British Columbia, attempting to 

take advantage of a longer limitation period. 

[2] The defendant applied to strike the claim, arguing that it was outside the 

territorial competence of British Columbia courts or, in the alternative, that the 

Supreme Court of British Columbia should decline jurisdiction. He further argued that 

the matter was res judicata and an abuse of process. The chambers judge 

dismissed the defendant’s application, finding that the claim had a real and 

substantial connection to British Columbia, and that the court should not decline 

jurisdiction. He also found that, as the defendant had not filed a response to civil 

claim, it was not open to the court to dismiss the claim as res judicata. In the 

alternative, the judge indicated that he would reject the contention that the matter 
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was res judicata “on its merits” because the Alberta courts had dismissed the claim 

based on the Limitations Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. L-12 rather than on substantive 

grounds. 

[3] The defendant appeals, contending that the chambers judge erred in finding a 

real and substantial connection between the claim and British Columbia. He argues, 

in the alternative, that the judge erred in exercising his discretion against declining 

jurisdiction. Finally, he argues that the judge erred in finding that the claim was not 

res judicata or an abuse of process. For reasons that follow, I would allow the 

appeal. It is doubtful that the claim comes within the territorial jurisdiction of the 

courts of British Columbia. It is, in any event, clearly governed by the law of Alberta, 

and the courts of that province have definitively found it to be statute-barred. Under 

the circumstances, the judge ought to have struck the claim as an abuse of process. 

Background to the Fraud Claim 

[4] I will summarize the facts as set out in the plaintiffs’ notice of civil claim, 

taking into account, as well, uncontroverted evidence contained in affidavits filed on 

the application to dismiss. Many of the allegations in the notice of civil claim are, at 

this point, unproven, I proceed on the basis, however, that they are capable of being 

proven. 

[5] Mr. Boyd and Mr. Cook were associates who had a long-term business 

relationship. They had invested in real property, land development, and mortgage 

financing. 

[6] Beginning in 1998, Mr. Cook became involved in a resort being developed on 

Salt Spring Island by Tuan Development Inc. By 2005, the development was in 

financial difficulty, and Mr. Cook believed that a substantial injection of funds was 

needed to save it. He approached Mr. Boyd, and asked him to invest in the project, 

either personally or through one of his companies. After looking into the project, 

Mr. Boyd rejected the idea, advising Mr. Cook that he would neither invest money in 
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the project, nor recommend that anyone else do so. He “did not want anything to do 

with the … [p]roject”. 

[7] In 2007, Mr. Cook approached Mr. Boyd about investing in a mortgage 

investment corporation that he ran known as “TMIC”. He told Mr. Boyd that the 

estimated annual return would be 9%, and that TMIC’s portfolio of mortgages would 

include: 

a) short term mortgage construction loans for income-producing 
projects like multi-family residential buildings, shopping centres, 
office and industrial buildings, and/or site acquisitions for such 
projects; 

b) short-term mortgage development loans for the acquisition of land 
and subsequent construction of roads, drainage, sewage and/or 
utility systems; 

c) short-term and intermediate-term bridging mortgage loans for 
business development or to defer long-term financing on partially 
completed income-producing properties; 

d) mezzanine financing or second mortgages for qualified mortgagors, 
secured against residential and commercial properties; and 

e) low loan-to-value ratios on developed urban property, developed 
rural property, commuting acreage and raw land. 

[8] Mr. Boyd shared Mr. Cook’s representations with his wife (who is now 

deceased). The two, together with Mr. Boyd’s corporate alter ego, Scrabo Holdings 

Ltd. (the three plaintiffs) relied on the representation, and purchased 132,500 

common shares in TMIC for $10 per share. 

[9] Contrary to Mr. Cook’s representations, and at his behest, TMIC invested 

much of its money in the Salt Spring Island project. For a short time, Mr. and 

Ms. Boyd received returns, purportedly generated by TMIC’s investments, but by the 

summer of 2008, those payments ended. In fact, TMIC lost 50-60% of its money as 

a result of the investment in the Salt Spring development. In the end, the plaintiffs 

suffered a loss of $900,000 on their investment in the company. 

[10] The plaintiffs commenced an action in fraud against Mr. Cook in the Court of 

Queen’s Bench in Alberta in June 2011. Mr. Cook sought to have the claim 
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dismissed summarily on the basis that the two-year limitation period set out in s. 3(1) 

of the Limitations Act, R.S.A. 2000 c. L-12 expired before the suit was commenced. 

The application was dismissed by a master, in reasons indexed as 2012 ABQB 284. 

He considered that the limitation issue should be decided at trial. His decision was 

upheld by a chambers judge in unreported reasons. In reasons indexed as 2013 

ABCA 27, the Alberta Court of Appeal allowed the defendant’s appeal, finding that 

the limitation period had expired before the action was commenced. 

[11] The plaintiffs then commenced an action in British Columbia virtually identical 

to the one that had been dismissed in Alberta. 

The Application before the Chambers Judge 

[12] In response to the British Columbia notice of civil claim, the defendant filed a 

jurisdictional response in form 108 under Rule 21-8 of the Supreme Court Civil 

Rules: 

Rule 21-8 — Jurisdictional Disputes 

Disputed jurisdiction 

(1) A party who has been served with an originating pleading … in a 
proceeding … may, after filing a jurisdictional response in Form 108, 

(a) apply to strike out the notice of civil claim … on the ground that the 
notice of civil claim … does not allege facts that, if true, would 
establish that the court has jurisdiction over that party in respect of the 
claim made against that party in the proceeding … 

… 

Order declining jurisdiction may be sought 

(2) Whether or not a party referred to in subrule (1) applies or makes an 
allegation under that subrule, the party may apply to court for a stay of the 
proceeding on the ground that the court ought to decline to exercise 
jurisdiction over that party in respect of the claim made against that party in 
the proceeding. 

… 

Party does not submit to jurisdiction 

(5) If, within 30 days after filing a jurisdictional response in a proceeding, 
the filing party serves a notice of application under subrule (1) (a) … on the 
parties of record …, 
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(a) the party does not submit to the jurisdiction of the court in relation to 
the proceeding merely by filing or serving any or all of the following: 

(i) the jurisdictional response; 

…; 

(iii) a notice of application and supporting affidavits under subrule 
(1)(a) …, and 

(b) until the court has decided the application …, the party may, without 
submitting to the jurisdiction of the court, 

(i) apply for … an order of the court, and 

(ii) defend the proceeding on its merits. 

[13] The defendant filed a notice of application concurrently with the jurisdictional 

response. It sought the following relief: 

1. An Order that the Supreme Court of British Columbia does not have 
territorial competence with respect to the within action. 

2. Alternatively, an Order that the Supreme Court of British Columbia decline 
to exercise territorial competence in these proceedings. 

3. An Order striking this action because it is res judicata. 

4. An Order striking this action because it is an abuse of process. 

… 

[14] The notice of application is inexpertly drafted. The first two orders sought are, 

evidently, orders, respectively, under Rule 28-1(1)(a) and 28-1(2) of the Supreme 

Court Civil Rules. It would have been preferable if the relief sought had mirrored the 

language used in those rules, but nothing turns on any resulting imprecision in the 

application. 

[15] It is equally apparent that the third and fourth orders sought were sought 

under Rule 9-5(1)(d): 

Rule 9-5 — Striking Pleadings 

Scandalous, frivolous or vexatious matters 

(1)At any stage of a proceeding, the court may order to be struck out … any 
part of a pleading … on the ground that 

… 

(d) it is … an abuse of the process of the court, 

and the court may .. order the proceeding … dismissed …. 
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[16] It is well-established that an application to dismiss a claim as res judicata can 

properly be made under Rule 9-5(1)(d), and that affidavit evidence is admissible to 

establish an allegation that a matter is res judicata. In Chapman v. Canada (Minister 

of Indian and Northern Affairs), 2003 BCCA 665 at para. 14, Saunders J.A., 

speaking for the Court on this issue, said: 

Rule 19(24)(d), concerning abuse of process, on the other hand, … may be 
considered with reference to evidence. As the concepts of res judicata and 
collateral attack on a court order are both encompassed by the concept of 
abuse of process, evidence is permitted to be adduced on a Rule 19(24)(d) 
application as to the circumstances that are said to characterize the claim as 
abusive. 

[17] A notice of application is supposed to refer to the particular rules under which 

relief is sought. The defendant’s notice of application is deficient in this regard, as it 

does not refer to either Rules 9-5(1)(d), 28-1(1)(a), or 28-1(2). No objection was 

taken to the deficiency, however, and it is clear that the plaintiffs suffered no 

prejudice as a result of the omission of reference to the particular rules. 

Territorial Competence 

[18] The first issue is that of territorial competence. The chambers judge correctly 

referred to ss. 3 and 10 of the Court Jurisdiction and Proceedings Transfer Act, 

S.B.C. 2003, c. 28 (the CJPTA). The relevant portions of those sections are as 

follows: 

3. A court has territorial competence in a proceeding that is brought 
against a person only if 

… 

(b) during the course of the proceeding that person submits to the 
court's jurisdiction, 

… or, 

(e) there is a real and substantial connection between British 
Columbia and the facts on which the proceeding against that person 
is based. 

… 

10. Without limiting the right of the plaintiff to prove other circumstances 
that constitute a real and substantial connection between British Columbia 
and the facts on which a proceeding is based, a real and substantial 
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connection between British Columbia and those facts is presumed to exist if 
the proceeding 

(g) concerns a tort committed in British Columbia, [or] 

(h) concerns a business carried on in British Columbia, 

[19] Before the chambers judge, the plaintiffs appear to have conceded that 

s. 3(b) of the statute had no application to their claim. In the course of argument 

before this Court, however, counsel did suggest in passing that, in bringing an 

application under Rule 9-5(1)(d), the defendant may have attorned to the jurisdiction 

of the court. Such an argument is not, in my view, sustainable. Rule 21-8(5)(b)(i) 

allows a party that has filed both a jurisdictional dispute and a notice of application 

under Rule 21-8(1)(a), to apply for an order of the court without “submitting to the 

jurisdiction of the court”. The defendant had complied with those requirements, and, 

therefore, had not submitted to the court’s jurisdiction. 

[20] With respect to s. 3(e) of the CJPTA, the judge found a “real and substantial 

connection” between British Columbia and the facts on which the claim was based. 

He summarized the defendants argument as follows: 

[23] The [defendant] argues that the only connection to British Columbia is 
that [he] allegedly directed the funds invested in the Alberta company to a 
building project in British Columbia. However, the plaintiffs have no claim 
directly relating to the building project in British Columbia. Their only claim 
relates to alleged representations made in Alberta about his investment in an 
Alberta company in Alberta, which caused investment losses in Alberta. 
Therefore, the applicant argues there is no substantial connection, and 
therefore no territorial competence. 

[21] He purported to answer this argument as follows: 

[27] I am satisfied that a number of the aspects that draw a substantial 
connection … include these: 

1. when the allegedly fraudulent statement was uttered in 
Alberta, the facts that rendered it fraudulent, and therefore the facts 
that the plaintiff must prove to show that the statement was fraudulent, 
were all in British Columbia;  

2. the defendant's knowledge of the statement's falsity is derived 
from his work on the British Columbia project and his motivations to 
turn the failing resort project around; 
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3. the defendant's intentions of having the plaintiffs rely on his 
representations are derived from the desperate situation he was 
facing with the Salt Spring project; 

4. damages are an integral element of each claim and these 
were sustained in British Columbia as the investment funds were not 
properly invested or secured; 

5. although TMIC is technically resident in Alberta, its primary 
and largest business interest was in the Salt Spring project in British 
Columbia; 

6. when the plaintiffs finally received financial statements for 
TMIC, those statements showed that TMIC had suffered losses of 50 
to 60 percent solely as a result of the Salt Spring project; 

7. the letters received by the plaintiffs in 2009 and 2010 
regarding the financial difficulties that were facing TMIC at that time 
make clear that TMIC's only significant asset was its interest in the 
Salt Spring project.  

[22] With all due respect, it does not appear to me that any of these seven 

“aspects” (which are, in truth, largely duplicative of one another) represent a real and 

substantial connection between the facts of the case and British Columbia. The 

claim is pleaded in fraud alone. There is no allegation of breach of fiduciary duty, no 

claim for unjust enrichment, and no assertion of a constructive trust. There is also no 

claim against TMIC, Tuan, or any other corporate entity involved in the Salt Spring 

Island development. 

[23] The judge referred to s. 10(g) of the CJPTA, stating, at para. 26, that “the tort 

of fraud was committed in both British Columbia and Alberta”. It does not appear to 

me that such a conclusion is supportable in law. 

[24] The elements of the tort of deceit or fraudulent misrepresentation are well 

established. They were described as follows by the majority of the Court in Dhillon v. 

Dhillon, 2006 BCCA 524: 

[77] While fraudulent activities in the civil context (i.e. “civil fraud”) can 
occur in innumerable ways, the “civil fraud” cause of action is recognized in 
Canada as the tort of deceit, also referred to as the tort of fraud or fraudulent 
misrepresentation. In The Law of Torts in Canada, second edition, 2002, 
Fridman sets out the elements required to make out a complete cause of 
action in the tort of deceit at pages 747-755. The plaintiff must prove (1) that 
the defendant made a false statement, knowing it to be false, and intending it 
to deceive the plaintiff, (2) that the plaintiff relied on the fraudulent 
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misrepresentations of the defendant, and (3) that the plaintiff’s damage was 
caused by that reliance. 

[25] In Bruno Appliance and Furniture Inc. v. Hryniak, 2014 SCC 8, 

Karakatsanis J., speaking for a unanimous Court, summarized the elements of the 

tort succinctly: 

[21] …. I summarize the following four elements of the tort of civil fraud:  
(1) a false representation made by the defendant; (2) some level of 
knowledge of the falsehood of the representation on the part of the defendant 
(whether through knowledge or recklessness); (3) the false representation 
caused the plaintiff to act; and (4) the plaintiff’s actions resulted in a loss. 

[26] In the case before us, each element of the tort is alleged to have occurred in 

Alberta. The false representation was made by the defendant to Mr. Boyd in 

Calgary, and that is also where the other plaintiffs learned of the representation. The 

defendant’s knowledge of its falsity arose from his own plans to divert funds. He had 

that knowledge in Calgary (where his business operation was centred) when he 

made the representation. The plaintiffs made their investments in Calgary, and 

suffered a loss there when their shares in an Alberta company dropped in value. 

[27] The only connection of the facts of this case with British Columbia arises from 

the fact that TMIC made unauthorised investments in this province. The judge 

suggested that, in the result, the action “concerns a business carried on in British 

Columbia”, and therefore comes within the ambit of s. 10(h) of the CJPTA. In North 

American Steamships Ltd. v. HBC Hamburg Bulk Carriers GmbH & Co. 2010 BCCA 

501 at para. 18, the Court cautioned that “concerns a business” has a narrower 

meaning than the phrase “arises out of business dealings”. While certain business 

dealings in the case before us did occur in British Columbia, I am not persuaded that 

this case “concerns” the Salt Spring Island development; that development is merely 

a tangential aspect of the case. 

[28] In short, I have considerable doubt that the “real and substantial connection” 

to British Columbia that is necessary to found jurisdiction under the CJPTA is 

present in this case. While there are certain aspects of the case that touch the 

Province, neither the facts that must be proven to establish the elements of the tort, 
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nor the essentials of the general fraudulent scheme are closely connected to British 

Columbia. 

[29] That said, it is not necessary to express any final opinion on the territorial 

competence of the courts of British Columbia in this matter, as the claim should, in 

my view, be struck on other grounds. 

Abuse of Process 

[30] As I have indicated, it is well-established that a claim that is res judicata may 

be struck under Rule 9-5(1)(d) because such a claim is an abuse of the process of 

the court. 

[31] The judge’s primary reason for rejecting the res judicata argument was 

procedural: 

[61] The plaintiffs argue that the res judicata issue does not raise a 
jurisdictional issue and therefore should not be dealt with by me because the 
only response filed is a jurisdictional response. No response has been filed 
which sets out any relevant facts in response to the Notice of Civil Claim. I 
am inclined to agree with that assertion and would dismiss the res judicata 
claim on that basis. 

[32] The judge cites no authority for the proposition that a response to civil claim 

must be filed before an application may be made to strike the claim on the basis that 

it is res judicata. Many of the cases where pleadings have been struck under Rule 

9-5(1)(d) and its predecessor are cases where no responsive pleading had been 

filed, so the judge’s ruling is contrary to the practice. I note, as well, that Rule 

9-5(1)(d) allows an application to strike a claim to be made “at any stage of a 

proceeding”. This is in contrast to applications for summary judgment (Rule 9-6(4)) 

or for a summary trial (Rule 9-7(2)(a)), which cannot be made until a responsive 

pleading has been filed. 

[33] In oral argument, counsel for the plaintiffs contended that the issue of res 

judicata must be pleaded, and that it cannot, therefore, be ruled upon until a 

response to civil claim has been filed. While res judicata, if it is to be used as a 
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defence on a summary trial or trial, must be pleaded (see Dhillon v. Dhillon at 

para. 21), I am not persuaded that it must be pleaded prior to an application to strike 

a claim under Rule 9-5(1)(d). When an application to strike a pleading is made, the 

scope of the application is defined by the notice of application. On the application, 

the court must consider the impugned pleading itself, and, where admissible, 

affidavit evidence filed in support of the application to strike. The presence or 

absence of a pleading that responds to the impugned pleading is irrelevant to the 

application. 

[34] The judge also provided an alternative basis for refusing to find the matter to 

be res judicata: 

[62] However, it is also my intention to give an alternate decision with 
respect to that, in the event that I am wrong about not being in a position to 
deal with it directly. In the alternative, upon dealing with it, I would decide that 
it is not a matter which should be considered as res judicata, because while it 
is res judicata with respect to the issue of a limitation period in Alberta, it is 
not res judicata with respect to the merits.  There was not a word said about 
the merits of the case. 

[35] The judge then referred to Coady v. Quadrangle Holdings Ltd., 2015 NSCA 

13, a case to which I will turn presently. 

[36] I agree with the judge’s view that the Alberta Court of Appeal determined only 

a narrow issue – that of whether the limitation period under the Alberta Limitations 

Act had expired. It is only, therefore, on that issue that an issue estoppel can arise 

out of the Alberta decision. 

[37] The Alberta Limitations Act contains the following provision with respect to 

conflict of laws: 

12(1) The limitations law of Alberta applies to any proceeding commenced 
or sought to be commenced in Alberta in which a claimant seeks a remedial 
order. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), where a proceeding referred to in 
subsection (1) would be determined in accordance with the law of another 
jurisdiction if it were to proceed, and the limitations law of that jurisdiction 
provides a shorter limitation period than the limitation period provided by the 
law of Alberta, the shorter limitation period applies. 
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[38] In determining that the limitation period had expired, then, the Alberta Court of 

Appeal did not need to determine whether or not the substantive law of Alberta was 

applicable to the claim. By virtue of s. 12(1), Alberta limitations law applied simply by 

virtue of the fact that the plaintiff was pursuing the claim in that province. The sole 

exception to that rule, set out in s. 12(2) could only assist a defendant, not a plaintiff. 

[39] In Coady v. Quadrangle Holdings Ltd., the Alberta courts applied s. 12(1) of 

the Alberta Limitations Act, and found that the Alberta limitation period had expired. 

Just as in the present case, the Alberta court was not called upon to determine 

whether the substantive law of Alberta governed the case. 

[40] When the plaintiff applied to lift a stay on similar proceedings in Nova Scotia, 

the defendant argued that the Alberta decision was binding. The Nova Scotia court 

carefully analysed the claim, and found that the governing substantive law was that 

of Nova Scotia, not Alberta. Therefore, the fact that the Alberta limitation period had 

expired, while a critical factor if the litigation was to proceed in Alberta, was of no 

moment in Nova Scotia. 

[41] While the chambers judge cited Coady v. Quadrangle Holdings Ltd., he failed, 

in my view, to properly apply it. He did not ask himself whether, notwithstanding that 

the claim might be tried in British Columbia, it was plain and obvious that the Alberta 

limitation period was applicable. 

[42] Section 4 of the British Columbia Limitation Act, S.B.C. 2012, c. 13 is the 

conflict of law section applicable to litigation conducted in British Columbia: 

4.(1) If the substantive law of another jurisdiction is to be applied by the court 
in deciding a claim, the law of that other jurisdiction respecting limitation 
periods must be applied in relation to the claim. 

[43] By virtue of s. 4(1), then, the Alberta limitation period will be applied by British 

Columbia courts when the substantive law of Alberta applies to the underlying claim. 

The question of whether the substantive law of Alberta applies to the fraud claim is 

easily answered. In Tolofson v. Jensen; Lucas (Litigation Guardian of) v. Gagnon, 

[1994] 3 S.C.R. 1022, the Supreme Court of Canada established that the lex loci 
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delicti – the law of the place where the tortious activity took place – is the 

substantive law that must be applied. In the case before us, the tortious 

misrepresentation (as well as all other elements of the tort of deceit or fraudulent 

misrepresentation) occurred in Alberta. 

[44] The plaintiffs urge upon the court the idea that it is premature to determine, at 

this juncture, that the substantive law of Alberta applies. Counsel says that the 

plaintiffs should have access to pre-trial procedures, and, in particular, to discovery 

before the court is called upon to determine the applicable law. 

[45] Under Rule 9-5(1)(d), a pleading must not be struck unless it is plain and 

obvious that the claim is an abuse of the court’s process: Jensen v. Ross, 2014 

BCCA 173. If there were a genuine possibility that further evidence or argument 

could show that the substantive law of Alberta is not the applicable law in this case, 

the “plain and obvious” test would not be met. The plaintiffs have not, however, 

raised such a possibility. It is plain and obvious that the substantive law of Alberta 

applies to the claim. 

[46] In the result, s. 4(1) of the B.C. Limitation Act applies, and the limitation law of 

Alberta is imported into the case. The decision of the Alberta Court of Appeal in 

Boyd v. Cook finally determined that the Alberta limitation period has expired. That 

determination is res judicata, and cannot be challenged in a B.C. Court. 

[47] In the result, even if it could be said that there is a real and substantial 

connection between the facts at issue in this case and British Columbia (a dubious 

proposition), the claim could not succeed in this Province. The matter is res judicata. 

[48] In the result, I would allow the appeal, strike the notice of civil claim under 

Rule 9-5(1)(d), and dismiss the action. 

[49] FRANKEL J.A.:  I agree. 

[50] FENLON J.A.:  I agree. 
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[51] FRANKEL J.A.:  The appeal is allowed as indicated by Mr. Justice 

Groberman. 

“The Honourable Mr. Justice Groberman” 
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